Abstract: Consider the Hilbert space (H; h ; i) equipped with the indefinite inner product OEu; v D v J u, u; v 2 H, where J is an indefinite self-adjoint involution acting on H. The Krein space numerical range W J .T / of an operator T acting on H is the set of all the values attained by the quadratic form OET u; u, with u 2 H satisfying OEu; u D˙1. We develop, implement and test an alternative algorithm to compute W J .T / in the finite dimensional case, constructing 2 by 2 matrix compressions of T and their easily determined elliptical and hyperbolical numerical ranges. The numerical results reported here indicate that this method is very efficient, since it is faster and more accurate than either of the existing algorithms. Further, it may yield easy solutions for the inverse indefinite numerical range problem. Our algorithm uses an idea of Marcus and Pesce from 1987 for generating Hilbert space numerical ranges of matrices of size n.
Introduction
The numerical range is a useful tool in the study of matrices and operators, that has been investigated extensively (e.g., see [1, 8] and [18] and references therein). Several results are known which connect analytic and algebraic properties of an operator with the geometrical properties of its numerical range. Likewise, the indefinite numerical range motivated the interest of researchers (see [2, 6, [14] [15] [16] ), which in particular have investigated these relations in the Krein space setting. The indefinite numerical range, although sharing some analogous properties with the classical numerical range, has a quite different behavior. In contrast with the classical case, W J .T / is generally neither closed nor bounded [16, Section 2] . On the other hand, W J .T / may not be convex [16] . We also define the related sets We mostly consider H D C n and we denote by M n the algebra of n n complex matrices. We assume that the inertia of J is .r; n r/, i.e., J has r positive and n r negative eigenvalues. According to Sylvester law of inertia [12, p.222-223] , there exists a non-singular matrix S 2 M n such that S JS D I r˚ I n r . Clearly,
So, without loss of generality we shall consider J D I r˚ I n r .
In this paper we revisit the question of numerically determining W J .T /, which has already deserved the attention of researchers (cf. [4] and [14] ). Nevertheless, the existing methods are not efficient in some cases, namely, because this set is very often unbounded and so it is difficult to approach accurately its boundary. Our main aim is to present an alternative algorithm for plotting W J .T /, which refines an idea used by Marcus and Pesce to numerically determine the classical numerical range [17] (see also [19] ). We construct 2 2 compressions of T and choose optimal compressions instead of considering randomly generated compression vectors. It is known that randomly generated compression vectors provide a poor approximation of the boundary of W J .T / in the case J D I [9] . The present algorithm improves previously known ones. As it will be shown, our method has clear advantages over the existing ones [4, 14] , both in accuracy and in execution time (cf. Section 5). Further, the presented algorithm is crucial for the line of attack we adopt for solving the inverse indefinite numerical range problem stated as follows:
for a given point z 2 W J .T /; determine a vector u 2 C n such that z D OET u; u=OEu; u: For more details see [7] This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, results used throughout our investigation are surveyed. In Section 3, the indefinite numerical range is described as a union of elliptical and hyperbolical disks. In Section 4, an algorithm to plot W J .T / based on the previous result is presented. In Section 5, numerical examples illustrating the proposed approach are provided, and the performance of the different algorithms is discussed. We end with some conclusions in Section 6. The images were computed numerically using MATLAB.
Prerequisites
We start recalling some useful facts. A matrix
where Throughout, we shall be specially concerned with the class of matrices T 2 M n ; for which there exists Â 2 OEÂ 1 ; Â 2 , with 0 < Â 2 Â 1 < , such that the J -Hermitian matrix
has real eigenvalues satisfying the following conditions:
For T in this class, W J .T / is non-degenerate, i.e., is not a singleton, a whole line (possibly without a point), the whole complex plane (possibly without a line) or the union of two non-intersecting half planes. This class of matrices will be denoted by N D, the acronym for non-degenerate.
In our subsequent discussion, we shall use the following basic properties. We have W J .T / D f g if and only if T D I , and for any T and˛;ˇ2 C; W J .˛T CˇI / D˛W J .T / Cˇ: The J -unitary transformations preserve the shape of Krein space numerical ranges,
The set W J .T / is pseudo-convex [16] , that is, for any pair of distinct points x; y either the line segment with end points x; y is contained in W J .T /, or the two half-lines .1 t /x C ty for t Ä 0 or t 1 are there contained. A point z 2 @W
it is in more than one supporting line. In [15, Theorem 3.1], it was proved that if z is a corner, then it is an eigenvalue of T .
W J .T / as a union of elliptical and hyperbolical discs
One important result in the Krein space numerical ranges is the hyperbolical range theorem [2] asserting that for a linear operator T 2 M 2 ; with eigenvalues 1 and 2 , and a self-adjoint involution J 2 , W J 2 .T / is bounded by a (possibly degenerate) 2-component hyperbola with foci 1 and 2 , and transverse and non-transverse axis of length q Tr.T # T / 2Re . 1 2 / and p j 1 j 2 C j 2 j 2 Tr.T # T /; respectively. For the classical numerical range, the elliptical range theorem [13] states that if T 2 M 2 , then W .T / is a (possibly degenerate) closed elliptical disc, whose foci are the eigenvalues of T , 1 and 2 and the lengths of the axis are q Tr .T T / 2Re. 1 2 /; and p Tr .T T / j 1 j 2 j 2 j 2 : For T acting on higher dimensional spaces, the shape of W J .T / is more complicated. In this section, we prove a theorem that reduces the general case to the bi-dimensional one.
Let P 2 M 2 be a J -orthogonal projection, i.e., P 2 D P; P # D P . For T 2 M n ; we recall that the restriction of P TP to the range of P is called a 2-dimensional compression of T . In matrix form
x OET x; x x OET y; x y OET x; y y OET y; y
where x e y are real J -orthonormal column n-tuples, i.e.,
Explicitly, we have P TP D T xy˚0n 2 ; the zero block of size n 2.
The following theorem will be applied to the problem of devising an effective procedure for generating the indefinite numerical range of an arbitrary n n complex matrix. 
where T xy is the matrix (2), x and y run over all pairs of real J -orthonormal vectors and J xy D diag . x ; y /, with x and y given by (3).
Proof. Let w D u C iv be a complex vector in which u and v are real n-vectors. Assume that OEw; w ¤ 0, and OET w; w = OEw; w 2 W C J .T /. (If OET w; w = OEw; w 2 W J .T / a similar treatment holds.) Thus,
Since j1 C i˛ju is a real J -unit vector, from (5) we infer that OET w; w 2 W C J xy
.T xy /, where x D j1 C i˛ju and y is chosen to be a real J -unit vector such that OEx; y D 0:
If u and v are linearly independent, then OEw; w D OEu; u C OEv; v ¤ 0. Assume that OEu; u ¤ 0, and let 
We may write
We obtain OET w; w D˛x˛xOET x; x C˛y˛yOET y; y C˛x˛yOET x; y C˛y˛xOET y; x D OE˛x;˛y
Further, OEw; w D˛x˛xOEx; x C˛y˛yOEy; y D OE˛x;˛y
and we easily find OET w; w OEw; w D OET xy z; z OEz; z ;
where z D OE˛x;˛y T : The equality (9) shows that any element in W C J .T / belongs to some W J xy .T xy /. If OEs; s D 0, we perturb w so that OEs; s ¤ 0. For this purpose, we consider w Further, the point generated by w is in the neighborhood of the point generated by w, and approaches it as ! 0.
The reciprocal inclusion is a consequence of the following facts. Any 2-dimensional real J -orthogonal compression of T is a 2-square principal submatrix of a matrix J -orthogonally similar to T; and W J .T / is invariant under J -orthogonal similarities. Moreover, W J 0 .B/ W J .T / for any principal submatrix B of T and J 0 a conformally defined principal submatrix of J . r ; C 1 ; C 2 ; : : : ; C s /, is the union of all half-rays of the lines passing through z C 2 K C , z 2 K with endpoint in z C not containing z , or with endpoint in z not containing z C : Suppose T 2 M n and a pre-specified level of tolerance t ol are given. The t ol depends on the machine precision and how much of the unbounded region one wants to generate. When we are dealing with non-degenerate numerical ranges, we are interested in finding an interval OEÂ mi n ; Â max ; 0 < Â max Â mi n Ä ; such that for Â in that interval the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Section 2 are fulfilled. For commodity, such a Â will be called an admissible angle. Contrarily, Â is said to be non-admissible. 
Algorithm
Step 0. 
is admissible, and we proceed to Step 1. . until we find an admissible angle Â 1 D =2 1 , the integer 1 being such that the angle Â 1 C =2 1 is nonadmissible. Proceed in this way until we find a new admissible angle Â 2 D =2 1 C =2 1 C 2 ; the integer 2 being such that the angle Â 2 C =2 1 C 2 is non-admissible, and so on, until we reach the angle Â k D =2 1 C =2 1 C 2 C C =2 1 C 2 C:::C k ; which is admissible, while the angle Â k C =2 1 C 2 C C k is non-admissible, being 1 C 2 C C k Ä N: Similarly, we obtain the admissible angles
If the matrix is real, it is obvious that N Â j D Â j ; j D 1; k: The required interval of admissible angles is OEÂ mi n ; Â max D OE N Â`; Â k , and continue.
Step 2. Set Â k D Â mi n C .k 1/.Â max Â mi n /=m, k D 1; : : : ; m C 1 for some positive integer m 3. For each Â k ; construct the J -Hermitian matrix Re J e iÂ k T and compute its eigenvalues.
Step 3. Starting with k D 1, up to k D m C 1, take the following steps: (i) Compute eigenvectors u k and v k associated, respectively, to the largest eigenvalue in J Re J e iÂ k T and to the smallest eigenvalue in
(ii) Compute the J -compression of T to the subspace spanfu
, take the next k value and return to (i). Otherwise, continue.
Step 4. Plot, separately, the convex-hulls of the positive and of the negative branches of the collection of hyperbolas 1 ; : : : ; m , taking care, for each hyperbola, which branch is in W C J .T / and in W J .T /. Then take their pseudo convex hull, as an approximation for W J .T /. If there are common tangents to the boundaries of both convex-hulls, then @W J .T / will have flat portions at infinity.
This algorithm may not be efficient when the numerical ranges of the compressed matrices degenerate into line segments or half-rays. This is the case when T is a direct sum of blocks. This suggests a modified algorithm in which the choice of generating vectors for boundary points is more convenient.
The Steps from 0 0 to 2 0 are as in the previous algorithm.
Step 3 0 . Compute eigenvectors u 1 and v 1 associated, respectively, to the largest eigenvalue in J Re J e iÂ 1 T and to the smallest eigenvalue in
Step 4 .T Q
.T Q u mC1 Q v mC1 /, respectively mC2 and ƒ mC2 .
Step 6 0 . Take the convex-hulls of the positive and the negative branches of the collection of conics 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; mC2 , ƒ 1 ; ƒ 2 ; : : : ; ƒ mC2 . Then take their pseudo-convex hull as an approximation for WJ .T /. If there are common tangents to the boundaries of both convex-hulls, then @W J .T / will have flat portions at infinity. , then it may happen that the vectors u k ; u kC1 , : : : ; u kCl are pairwise linearly dependent. If that happens, the conics associated with the (one-dimensional) spaces spanfu k ; u kC1 g; : : : ; spanfu kCl 1 ; u kCl g (or spanfv k ; v kC1 g; : : : ; spanfv kCl 1 ; v kCl g) degenerate trivially into the point OEu k ; u k (OEv k ; v k ), which is easily found.
Discussion and examples
We have judiciously chosen optimal compressions, instead of considering randomly generated compression vectors. We observe that, in general, the modified algorithm of Section 4 provides a much better accuracy than the preliminary algorithm in the approximation of W J .T /. Remarkably, both behave especially well when compared with the one in [4] , which merely provides a polygonal approximation of W J .T /, and so it requires a much bigger mesh to reach a convenient accuracy. The algorithm of Section 4.1 provides branches of hyperbolas whose convex-hull should be determined. Henceforth, small flat portions may arise when joining consecutive branches of hyperbolas. In the modified algorithm, the interpolation between consecutive boundary points is made by arcs of ellipses, so spurious flat portions do not in general arise. In the event the boundary of W J .T / has "flat" portions but it is not polygonal, the algorithms work well (cf. Examples 5.2 and 5.3), and are also efficient in the extreme case of a polygonal boundary. We recall that the computational cost for determining W J .T / by approximating its boundary curve @W J .T / by eigenvalues and eigenvectors evaluations requires O.n 3 / operations per point, while finding 2 by 2 compressions for T is an O.n 2 / process. Finally we notice that the algorithms apply on the definite case J D I .
Example 5.1. We illustrate in Figure 1 , the indefinite numerical range of a pentadiagonal matrix of order 50 with main diagonal 1; 2; 1; 2; : : :, first super diagonal 1; 1; 1; 1; : : :, and first and second subdiagonals 1; 0; 1; 0; : : : and 0; 1; 0; 1; : : :, respectively. We considered m D 15 and took Â max D Â mi n D 0:4172. The computation was done with MATLAB R2012b on a OpenSUSE Linux 12.2 computer equiped with Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5520 (2.26 GHz, quad core) and 48 GB of RAM. To compare the accuracy of numerical ranges plotters we use the idea in [19] , via their enclosed partial areas, namely, the areas determined by a line through the points with abscissa x D 6 and x D 6 and @W J .T /: When comparing the effort to achieve several accurate leading digits for the searched partial areas, we may conclude that our 2 by 2 compressions matrix algorithm is faster and more accurate than the algorithms in [4] and [14] . As the table shows, our algorithm achieves a more quickly stabilization than the others. We emphasize that the presented algorithm plays a crucial role in obtaining solution vectors for the inverse indefinite numerical range problem, namely in the case of large dimension matrices and given points near to the boundary (see [7] ).
